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Abstract—To expand effective memory capacity, hardware
memory compression transparently compresses and packs mem-
ory values more densely together in DRAM. This requires intro-
ducing a new layer of hardware-managed address translation in
the memory controller (MC). However, for large and irregular
workloads that already suffer from frequent virtual address
translation misses in the TLB, adding an additional layer of
address translation can double the translation misses (e.g., by
adding a new miss in the MC per TLB miss). While TLB
misses can be drastically reduced by using huge pages, no prior
work has explored huge-page-like translation reach for hardware
memory compression. While compressing and moving an entire
huge page worth of data at a time can lead to huge-page-like
address translation, moving a huge page worth of data together
can consume an exorbitant amount of memory bandwidth.

This paper explores how to achieve huge-page-like translation
performance in this new address translation layer, while keeping
compression at the page (instead of huge page) granularity. We
propose dynamically shortening the translation entries of hot
pages to only a few bits per entry by migrating hot pages to
the limited number of DRAM locations whose addresses can be
encoded using a few bits; colder pages still use the bigger full-
length translations so that colder pages can be placed anywhere
in memory to fully utilize all the space in memory. Each short
translation is tiny (e.g., 2 bits); as such, a 128KB translation
cache filled mostly with short translations can achieve similar
(e.g., 2GB) total translation reach as a TLB filled entirely with
huge page entries. Evaluations show our idea – Dynamic Length
Compressed-Memory Translations (DyLeCT) – improves average
performance by 10.25% over the prior art.

I. INTRODUCTION

Main memory accounts for a significant portion of operating
cost for cloud service providers and hyperscalers. For example,
Meta, a prominent hyperscaler, reports that memory accounts
for 30% of total hardware infrastructure cost [46].

Hardware memory compression is a promising technique to
increase effective memory capacity [6], [7], [17], [27], [33],
[37], [43], [52]. It enhances the CPU’s memory controller
(MC) to transparently compress and pack data more densely in
memory; transparently migrating data in turn requires adding a
new layer of dynamic address translation beyond the existing
virtual-to-physical memory translation. Specifically, the MC
manages a linear array of translation entries that we call
the compressed-memory translation entries (CTEs). The CTEs
collectively form a large translation table that is stored in
memory. To avoid fetching a CTE from memory for every
memory request, the MC caches CTEs in a dedicated CTE
cache, which serves as a similar purpose as the TLB.

This new layer of dynamic address translation, however,
can significantly harm the performance of large and irreg-
ular workloads. These workloads already suffer from high
virtual memory translation overhead (i.e., high number of
TLB misses). Adding a new layer of address translation to
enable hardware memory compression can effectively double
the existing translation misses by adding a new CTE cache
miss beyond the old TLB miss.

To optimize virtual memory translation for large and irregu-
lar workloads, modern OS and CPU support huge (e.g., 2MB)
pages. In our real-system evaluation of large and irregular
workloads commonly studied in recent address translation
works, using 2MB huge pages provides 1.75x the average
program-level speedup over using standard 4KB pages.

No huge-page-like translation, however, exists in the new
layer of address translation required by hardware memory
compression. Consider a recent prior work [27], which uses
a 64-bit translation per 4KB page and a 64KB CTE cache;
even after doubling its CTE cache to 128KB, the CTE cache
can still only provide a small translation reach of 64MB.
Compared to a typical TLB that can provide >2GB reach
when the running program uses 2MB huge pages [15], [47],
a 64MB translation reach represents a 2GB/64MB=32x lower
translation reach.

A naive approach to enable huge-page-like translation reach
is to compress and migrate data at 2MB granularity; this allows
a single CTE to perform address translation for 2MB worth
of data. However, always moving 2MB of data together can
consume significant memory bandwidth and severely degrade
memory performance.

We note that to fully utilize all the compression-freed
spaces, prior works on hardware memory compression deploy
fully-associative and non-aligned data placement; but such
a highly fluid data placement requires long (e.g., 64-bit)
translations. Long translations consume significant space in
the CTE cache; this causes the CTE cache to hold relatively
few translations and, thus, provide low translation reach.

We observe just like how a mixture of rigid (i.e., harder-
to-move) pebbles and fluid water can fill a jar equally well
as purely water, using a mixture of fluid data placement and
rigid (i.e. lowly-associative and aligned) data placement can
also completely fill all space in memory. While a rigid data
placement only supports a few (e.g., three) possible DRAM
locations per unit of data, this limited choice of DRAM
locations only needs short (e.g., 2-bit) translations to encode;
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Figure 1: (a) Long translations provide full freedom of data placement to fully
utilize all irregularly-sized compression-freed spaces. (b) Short translations
restrict data placement and waste space. In this example, a short translation
can only store an OS page p at the start of DRAM page d = p%3 or DRAM
page d = (p+ 1)%3 where 3 is the total number of DRAM pages. Dashed
line indicates placement conflicts for OS page 3. (c) DyLeCT uses both short
translations and long translations. Short translations are more cache friendly
and long translations eliminate any wasted space.

a CTE cache can hold many times more short translations
(e.g., 64b/2b=32x) than long translations and close the gap in
translation reach with a TLB that serves huge pages.

While only some pages can benefit from short translations,
we note translation caches generally favor hot pages as they
cache the translations of recently-accessed pages. As such, we
propose dynamically switching hot pages to short translations
and switching cold pages to long translations; this enables
the CTE cache to mostly cache short translations and provide
high translation reach. We call our idea Dynamic Length
Compressed-Memory Translations (DyLeCT1). DyLeCT dy-
namically migrates hot pages to the limited DRAM locations
whose addresses short translations can encode, by displacing
cold pages to DRAM locations whose addresses only long
translations can encode (see Figure 1c). While designing
DyLeCT, we address a key challenge of how to minimize
data movement overheads and also redesign the CTE table and
cache organizations to tailor to dynamic-length translations.

Our evaluation shows that DyLeCT improve the perfor-
mance of translation-intensive workloads by 10.25% over the
prior art. Table 1 compares DyLeCT to prior works.

We make the following contributions in this paper:

1) We explore how to enable huge-page-like translation
performance in the new address translation layer intro-
duced by hardware-compressed memory.

2) We propose Dynamic Length Compressed-Memory
Translations (DyLeCT) to dynamically switch between
short and long translations on a per-page basis to achieve
the best of both worlds – high translation hit rate and
high memory density/capacity.

1It is pronounced as Dialect, as the two types of translations are different
ways or dialects of communicating the same DRAM address.

3) We address the unique design challenges of how to
effectively use both types of translations together.

4) Our evaluations show DyLeCT improves average per-
formance by 10.25% over a recent prior work –TMCC–
without sacrificing memory compression ratio. DyLeCT
is also a simple design that only modifies a single
hardware component – the memory controller.

Prior Work Comp.
Ratio Perf. Improvement Modifications vs.

Current Systems
RMC [7] 1.30x N/A MC
LCP [33] 1.69x +6% vs RMC MC, TLBs
Compresso [6] 1.85x +6% vs LCP MC

TMCC [27] 3.40x +14% vs Compresso
@ 1.85x Comp. Ratio. MC, L2$

This Work 3.40x +10.25%vs TMCC
(under huge pages) MC

Table 1: Contrasting DyLeCT with prior works.

II. RELATED WORKS ON HARDWARE MEMORY
COMPRESSION

Many prior works propose enhancing the memory controller
(MC) to dynamically compress data in DRAM; they propose
adding decompressor and compressor hardware to the MC to
read and write compressed data in an OS-transparent manner.
These prior works broadly fall under two categories.

One category uses compression to save memory bandwidth
[13], [16], [17], [48], [49]. They compress data and store them
in or near their original locations and, therefore, leave many
unused compression-freed spaces scattered across DRAM; as
such, they do not improve effective memory density/capacity.

The second category uses compression to increase the
effective memory capacity exposed to the OS [6], [7], [27],
[33], [37], [43], [52]. These works migrate compressed data
closely together to improve effective memory density/capacity.
As such, they can enable the OS to use several times (e.g., 4x)
more OS physical memory than the amount of DRAM in the
system. This can help avoid swapping out data when memory
pressure is high2. Minimizing swapping out in turn also helps
to preserve huge pages; before swapping out, today’s OS first
breaks down huge pages into standard pages because directly
swapping huge pages can be prohibitively expensive.

This paper focuses on using hardware memory compression
to improve effective memory capacity.

A. Background on Memory Address Translation for Hardware
Memory Compression

Hardware memory compression transparently migrates com-
pressed data to pack it densely in DRAM. Prior works track
this data movement by adding a new layer of hardware-
managed translation that consists of a linear array of
compressed-memory translation entries (CTEs). Instead of
storing a tuple of col:row:bank:channel IDs, each CTE records

2Even when memory pressure is low, freeing up memory via hardware
memory compression could still be useful as free memory can be used to
opportunistically boost memory performance [28], [32], [51].
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the location of data in DRAM as a scalar address called
the machine-physical address [6], [31]. The machine-physical
address is then translated into col:row:bank:channel IDs using
the same static address mapping function that today’s systems
use to calculate the final DRAM location given a conventional
physical memory address [34].

The CTEs are stored in a statically reserved memory region
called the CTE table. The CTE table contains CTEs for the
entire OS-visible memory. Each chunk of OS-visible memory
has its own dedicated CTE. We call the size of this chunk
of OS-visible memory the translation reach of the CTE. The
CTE table is a simple flat table; the nth entry in the CTE
table corresponds to the nth regular sized chunk of OS-visible
memory. We refer to each 4KB range of OS-visible memory
an OS page regardless of whether it is being used standalone
as a standard page or is currently a part of a huge page.

B. Prior Works on Optimizing the New Address Translation

On a last-level cache (LLC) miss, accessing the CTE to
determine the location of the requested data increases the
critical path of the LLC miss. To speed up the translation,
all prior works add a small cache to the MC to cache CTEs
(see Figure 2).

Access to physical address x

DRAM

(1) LLC Miss or Writeback

Data

CTE 
Cache

Memory Controller CTE Table

Calc x’s
CTE addr

Figure 2: In hardware memory compression, CTEs form an additional
address translation layer beyond the conventional virtual memory translation
layer. Every memory access goes through one extra layer of indirection that
translates physical address to a DRAM location with the help of a CTE.

Large applications that can benefit the most from com-
pression, however, suffer from high CTE cache miss rates,
especially when they also have irregular access patterns. These
large and irregular applications are also known to suffer fre-
quent TLB misses. Further exacerbating the address translation
problem, many prior works [6], [7], [33], [52] compress and
move individual memory blocks, which requires fine-grained
tracking and address translation. In general, finer translation
granularity increases translation miss rate. For example, Com-
presso [6], which compresses individual memory blocks, uses
a 64B CTE per 4KB page, instead of 8B like a page table
entry (PTE); bigger CTEs are more likely to overwhelm the
small CTE cache in the MC.

To keep frequently-accessed CTEs small, TMCC keeps hot
pages uncompressed so that they can use coarse-grained page-
level translation. TMCC divides memory into a two-level
exclusive hierarchy. Memory Level 1 (ML1) stores hot pages
in uncompressed form to keep the CTEs small; Memory Level
2 (ML2) stores cold pages in compressed form to increase
effective memory capacity. Memory Level 2 compresses data
at 4KB page, instead of 64B block, granularity so that the
CTE entry managing a page can serve the page regardless

of whether the page is uncompressed or compressed; page-
granularity compression also enables higher (e.g., 2x) com-
pression ratio. For every LLC miss or writeback request that
accesses a page in ML2, TMCC decompresses the page and
stores it in uncompressed format as part of ML1; this page
promotion is called a page expansion.

While increasing translation granularity to the page-level
reduces CTE cache miss rate, the miss rate is still high for
large and irregular workloads. As such, TMCC also proposes
to compress page table blocks (PTBs)3 in the cache hierarchy
to embed CTEs within PTBs. Embedding CTEs within PTBs
enables a normal page walker access to also obtain from the
accessed PTB the CTE that the data access after the walk will
need; this CTE obtained from the accessed PTB can then be
forwarded to the MC along with the cache miss request for
the data. The MC can then use the CTE to satisfy the miss
request, without incurring any translation latency overhead.

Because TMCC is the most recent work on optimizing
address translation for hardware memory compression, we
build upon aspects of TMCC in this paper. Below, we describe
aspects of TMCC that we will also preserve in this work.

CTE Table: TMCC stores CTEs in an unified CTE table
where each CTE translates for a 4KB OS page. This is a flat
table, where the nth CTE corresponds to the nth OS page. As
each CTE in TMCC is 8B long, a 64B memory block of the
CTE table stores 8 CTEs. At the time of a CTE cache miss,
the MC fetches one 64B memory block from the CTE table;
to be concise, we call this block a CTE block.

Managing Free Space: To track free memory, TMCC
maintains a linked list of free 4KB DRAM pages called the
Free List. TMCC also has many other free lists that track
irregular-sized free spaces of <4KB; each list tracks free
spaces of a specific size (e.g., 1.5KB).

Managing In-use Space: Memory that is not part of any of
the free lists is in-use. When a memory request accesses the
data in an ML2 page (i.e., a compressed page), TMCC expands
the page into a free 4KB DRAM page from the Free List (see
Figure 7a). When compressing an uncompressed page in ML1,
TMCC stores the newly compressed page into a tightly-fitting
irregular free space tracked by one of the free lists.

Compressing Least-Recently-Used ML1 Page: To select
a victim for compression, TMCC maintains a Recency List
tracking all uncompressed pages. Once every 100 memory
requests, TMCC updates the list’s head to point to this most-
recently accessed page; this naturally causes less-recently
accessed pages to drop down in the list so that the list’s tail
points to the least-recently accessed page.

Demand-adaptive Compression: TMCC adaptively com-
presses data in response to memory pressure to maintain 16MB
of free DRAM pages in the Free List. When free memory is
<16MB, the MC compresses pages asynchronously (i.e., in the
background) by repeatedly compressing pages from the tail of
Recency List and then using the freed-up space to replenishes
the Free List.

3A page table block is a 64B memory block containing 8 PTEs.
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III. MOTIVATION

Contemporary workloads such as databases, graph analytics,
and machine learning have large memory sizes of many tens
of gigabytes [8], [11], [12], [23], [45]. Many large workloads
also have irregular memory access patterns that lead to high
TLB miss rates. Owing to the popularity of these workloads,
many prior works actively explore how to minimize virtual
memory translation overheads for these workloads [1], [23],
[29], [30], [35], [41].

To handle irregular workloads, current systems support 2MB
huge pages [9], [19], [26], [53], [54] and deploy them in large
(e.g., Google, Amazon, Meta) datacenters [14], [25], [38],
[44]. Recent Linux distributions also turn on transparent huge
pages by default to help minimize TLB miss rates for irregular
applications [22], [39]. On a real x86 machine, we find 2MB
huge pages can provide 1.75x average speedup for large and
irregular applications (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Speedup when running large irregular workloads under 2MB huge
pages vs 4KB standard pages on a real system with Intel W-3175X CPU.
The high speedup of 2MB huge pages comes from both improved address
translation performance and faster page allocation. The evaluated benchmarks
are used by recent prior works on hardware memory compression and by prior
works on address translation for current systems without memory compression
[23], [27], [30]; they come from GraphBIG [24], SPEC CPU2017 [42], and
PARSEC 3.0 [3] benchmark suites.

A. No Prior Work on Hardware Memory Compression Effec-
tively Optimizes Address Translations under Huge Pages

TMCC’s primary translation optimization – embedding
truncated CTEs within PTBs (see Section II-B) – only works
during page walks. But page walks are rare under huge pages;
2MB huge pages reduce TLB miss rates by 20x, on average,
in our real-system experiments in Figure 3. Furthermore, each
64B PTB for 2MB huge pages has 8 PTEs and, therefore,
covers eight 2MB pages or 16MB of memory; the many
CTEs of the many constituent 4KB pages within the 16MB of
memory are too numerous to fit in a single 64B PTB.

Without the above optimization, TMCC’s only translation
optimization is to reduce the size of each CTE to 8B, down
from 64B or more under earlier prior works; however, 8B
per 4KB page still incurs high translation miss rate, just like
how standard pages incur high TLB miss rates in today’s
systems for large and irregular workloads. To quantify per-
formance under huge pages, we implement TMCC in Gem5
(see methodology in Section V) and run the workloads under
2MB huge pages. Compared to a bigger conventional memory
system without any compression, TMCC suffers 14% and

18% average performance loss at low and high compression,
respectively (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: TMCC’s performance normalized to a bigger memory with
no compression. Since TMCC compresses memory adaptively according to
the current memory demand, it can be evaluated under different degrees of
compression. The ‘Low Compression’ and ‘High Compression’ settings are
taken from the TMCC paper [27]. Table 2 shows each benchmark’s original
memory footprint and the DRAM size used to evaluate them under each
setting. The CTE cache size is 128KB.

Benchmark Memory
Footprint

DRAM @
Low Comp.

DRAM @
High Comp.

GraphBig Suite 106GB 81.5GB 35GB
mcf 15GB 13.7GB 6GB
omnetpp 1GB 0.63GB 0.4GB
canneal 1.1GB 0.96GB 0.73GB

Table 2: Evaluated benchmarks and DRAM size for simulations.

Much of the performance loss is due to the poor transla-
tion cache hit rate. A 128KB cache only provides a small
translation reach of (128KB/8B)*4KB=64MB. Such a small
translation reach leads to a high average miss rate of 28%
for GraphBig (see Figure 5). As sensitivity analysis, we also
sweep other CTE cache sizes – 64KB, 256KB, and 512KB.
Octupling the CTE cache size from 64KB to 512KB only
reduces CTE cache miss rate from 34% to 24%. Making the
CTE cache even bigger would make it slower to access and,
in turn, slow down all read requests from the LLC, including
those that hit in the CTE cache.
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Figure 5: CTE cache miss rate for large workloads under 2MB OS huge
pages. Octupling the translation reach by octupling the CTE$ size only reduces
the average miss rate by 10%.

B. Hardware-managed Large Pages can be Harmful

A plausible solution to increase translation reach is to
increase compression granularity from 4KB to 2MB, so that
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each CTE can translate for 2MB of data. This increases each
CTE to the same translation reach as a 2MB huge page
PTE. However, compressing and decompressing 2MB each
time can incur an exorbitant bandwidth overhead. Irregular
workloads have a skew in accesses within a huge page [20]
(i.e., only some of the 4KB pages within each huge page
are frequently accessed); as such, always moving everything
belonging to a 2MB page together as a single unit via a
single CTE can waste significant bandwidth. Furthermore,
2MB compression also increases decompression latency to
100µs (i.e., 512*decompression latency of 4KB DEFLATE
ASIC decompressor [27] = 512*280ns = 143.36µs).

An alternate solution is to use a compression granularity
less than 2MB, but still coarser than 4KB (e.g., 64KB). This
also increases the translation reach of CTEs. However, the
bandwidth overhead in this case is an order of magnitude lower
than 2MB compression granularity.

To quantify the performance of coarse-granularity compres-
sion, we also evaluate TMCC at three coarse granularities:
16KB, 64KB, and 128KB. Under low compression, 16KB,
64KB, and 128KB compression reduce the average slowdown
from the earlier 14% down to 9.5%, 7%, and 6%, respectively
(see Figure 6). This is because having a coarser compression
granularity increases the translation reach of the CTE cache;
for example, 64KB compression granularity improves the
translation reach of CTE cache by 64KB/4KB=16x.
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Figure 6: TMCC at 4KB, 16KB, 64KB and 128KB compression granularities.
Performance normalized to a system with no compression.

Under high compression, however, performance decreases
as compression granularity increases; the slowdown are 18%,
23%, 34%, and 46% when compressing at 4KB, 16KB,
64KB and 128KB, respectively (see Figure 6). Under high
compression, decompression and compression become more
frequent; the high bandwidth overhead of decompressing and
compressing at coarse granularity outweighs the benefit of
increased translation reach. If the compression granularity
were 2MB, the slowdown would be even worse. As such,
the severe performance degradation at high compression ratio
rules out coarser compression as a practical design point.

IV. DYNAMIC LENGTH COMPRESSED-MEMORY
TRANSLATIONS (DYLECT)

In this paper, we explore how to achieve a huge-page-like
translation performance in the new layer of address translation
required by hardware memory compression, without increas-
ing the granularity of compression (i.e., keep it at 4KB).

We note that all prior works on hardware memory com-
pression use fully-associative and non-aligned data place-
ment; such fluid data placement can store data in arbitrary
compression-freed spaces and, therefore, help maximize the
logical density in memory. In comparison, CPU caches use a
set-associative data placement, which stores a given memory
block or page at few possible locations; while more rigid, set-
associative placement requires fewer bits per translation (e.g.,
2 bits if 3 ways) and, thus, can greatly shrink the size of each
CTE (e.g., by 8B/2b=32x) and greatly increase translation
reach (e.g., by 32x, as a cache can fit 32x as many CTEs if each
CTE is 32x smaller). However, a rigid placement cannot utilize
most of the compressed-freed spaces and wastes memory,
which defeats the purpose of hardware memory compression.
As such, no prior works use set-associative data placement.

To achieve the best of both worlds, we observe just like
how a mixture of fluid water and a mixture of rigid (i.e.,
harder-to-move pebbles) can fill a jar equally well as purely
water, using a mixture of fluid data placement and rigid data
placement can also completely utilize all space in memory.
As such, we propose using a combination of long translations,
which support fluid data placement to preserve the same effec-
tive memory capacity as prior works, and short translations,
which support set-associative data placement to improve the
translation reach of the CTE cache. Furthermore, since only a
portion of the data in memory can use long translations, we
propose dynamically and transparently switching translation
length for individual OS-visible pages depending on how
frequently they are accessed. We call our proposal Dynamic
Length Compressed-Memory Translations (DyLeCT).

A. Challenges of Dynamically Switching the Length of CTEs

Noting that the recent prior work on optimizing address
translation for hardware memory compression (i.e., TMCC)
keeps hot pages uncompressed, a basic DyLeCT design is
to use short translations on uncompressed pages (i.e., the
Memory Level 1 under TMCC, see Section II-B), as they
are hot; meanwhile, use long translations on compressed
pages (i.e., Memory Level 2, see Section II-B) to utilize all
compression-freed spaces in memory.

While dynamically switching CTE lengths may seem rather
simple, it faces several design challenges.

1) Bandwidth Challenge: Dynamically switching between
CTE length can incur a costly bandwidth overhead. When
using long CTEs for all pages (i.e., both ML1 and ML2), after
a compressed (i.e., ML2) page becomes hot again due to an
access, the page can expand directly to any free DRAM page
(see Figure 7a) that is being tracked by the Free List. When
each uncompressed page uses the short CTE, however, every
one of the few possible locations that the page’s short CTE
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can address/encode is very likely already in use, especially
in a highly-occupied memory system that needs compression;
as such, expanding an ML2 page to ML1 would require first
moving one of the pages currently occupying one of these
DRAM pages to a free DRAM location somewhere else and
then expand the accessed page into the freed-up DRAM page
(see Figure 7b).

Having to move two pages per page expansion can double
the bandwidth overhead of page expansions over always using
long CTEs. How to mitigate this costly 2x bandwidth overhead
for page expansions is a challenge.

① Compressed Page

to any free DRAM location

① Compressed Page p

expands

to a DRAM page addressable 
by p's short CTE

② Pre-existing Page
migrates away (by

switching to long CTE) 

Compressed Uncompressed Free

Legend

(a) Page Expansion when all pages use Long CTEs

(b) Page Expansion when uncompressed pages use Short CTEs

expands

to any free DRAM location

(a) Page expansion when all pages use long CTEs

① Compressed Page

to any free DRAM location

① Compressed Page p

expands

to a DRAM page addressable 
by p's short CTE

② Pre-existing Page
migrates away (by

switching to long CTE) 

Compressed Uncompressed Free

Legend

(a) Page Expansion when all pages use Long CTEs

(b) Page Expansion when uncompressed pages use Short CTEs

expands

to any free DRAM location

(b) Page expansion when uncompressed pages use short CTEs

Figure 7: (a) Page expansion when all pages use long CTEs. The page
can directly expand to a free DRAM page tracked by the Free List. (b) Page
expansion when all compressed pages use long CTEs, but all uncompressed
pages use short CTEs.

2) Cacheability Challenge: Prior translation table designs
both in hardware memory compression and conventional sys-
tems adopt a unified design that uses a single CTE table for
both uncompressed and compressed pages and uses a single
multi-level table for both standard and huge pages. Reusing
such a unified table design for DyLeCT would still yield poor
CTE cache hit rate. This is because under a unified CTE table
design, many of the bits in a table entry are unused when
the entry stores a short CTE; caching a CTE block containing
many unused bits wastes precious space in the CTE cache and,
thus, reduces the CTE cache hit rate.

Figure 8 shows a 64B block for the unified CTE table
where each of the 8B entries in the block serves a 4KB OS-
visible page. Each 8B entry holds either a long translation or a
short translation. Using 8B to record a short translation wastes
significant space. If the unified block is cached naively (i.e.,
cache the block with all of its unused bits), the cache will store
no more translations than using long entries for all pages.

To reduce waste in the CTE cache, a potential solution is to
have separate caches for short and long CTEs. After accessing

Long CTE (8B) Short CTE (2 bits)

Wasted Space (62 bits) - Most Significant Bits are 0

Figure 8: An example of a 64B block under the unified CTE table
organization. Each block contains 8 8B entries; when an entry records a short
CTE the most significant 62 bits in the entry are wasted.

a 64B unified CTE block, the memory controller (i) inserts
an 8B long CTE into the dedicated long CTE cache if the
CTE is used and (ii) gathers all short CTEs closer together
before inserting them into the dedicated short CTE cache.
However, having two distinct caches for short and long CTEs
is inefficient as the long CTEs are used less often.

Furthermore, the short CTE cache can still waste significant
space. One option for designing the short CTE cache is to
gather all short CTEs that are part of the fetched unified block
into a small cacheline in the short CTE cache; for 2-bit short
CTEs, this means gathering eight 2-bit short CTEs into a 2B
cacheline. The problem is that each tag in such a short CTE
cache can be much bigger than the data in each cacheline
(e.g., a 4B tag versus 2B cacheline data), which can waste
significant (e.g., 66% of) the cache area (see Figure 9 ‘Option
A’). Another option is to organize the short CTE cache as
a sector cache [2], [40] that uses 64B cachelines instead of
2B cachelines to amortize the tag overhead. The downside
of this approach is requiring a long time to warm up each
64B cacheline and, therefore, wasting most of the bits in the
common case (see Figure 9 ‘Option B’).

Long CTE$

Insert Long CTE 
as 8B cacheline

Option A: Insert as a 
2B cacheline

Long CTE (8B) Short CTE (2 bits)

CTE 0 CTE 1 CTE 2 CTE 3 CTE 4 CTE 5 CTE 6 CTE 7

Unified CTE Block 
(64B)

Sector Cache
(64B cachelines)

Tag Data

Option B: Insert within 
64B cacheline

…

Conventional Cache
(2B cachelines)

Tag Data

::

: :

::

: :
Tag is larger
than Data

• Wasted space
• Long time to

warmup

Tag Data

::

: :
CTE 0

Gather Short CTEs
(White = Empty/Unused)

Short CTE$

Data
Array

Tag
Array

Needed by a
Mem Req

CTE 0

Figure 9: Basic approaches to address the cacheability challenge; they still
waste significant space in CTE caches.

3) Quantifying the Two Challenges: Using Gem5 (see
methodology in Section V), we simulate the basic design that
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dynamically switches between long and short CTEs within a
unified CTE table. It switches between 2-bit short CTEs for
uncompressed pages and 8B long CTEs for compressed pages.
It models movement of two pages per expansion (see Section
IV-A1). It has two 64KB CTE caches that store short and
long CTEs, respectively. When the memory controller reads
a CTE block, it gathers up to 8 short CTEs from the block
into a single 2B cacheline in short CTE cache and inserts the
block’s long CTE(s) into 8B cacheline(s) in long CTE cache.

We evaluate the benchmarks in Section V at high compres-
sion setting (see Table 2) and find the average CTE cache hit
rate is 76% – only marginally better than the 67% hit rate
under TMCC; this improvement is small due to inefficient use
of space in the CTE caches. Furthermore, the bandwidth over-
head due to double page movement per expansion degrades
performance and masks any potential performance benefit
from slightly improving CTE cache hit rate. Consequently,
instead of improving performance, this naive design actually
reduces performance by 5% on average.

B. Addressing the Bandwidth Challenge via a Three-level
Memory Hierarchy

To address the bandwidth overhead challenge of dou-
ble page movement per page expansion (see Section II-B),
DyLeCT uses both short and long CTEs for uncompressed
pages. When first expanding a compressed page to uncom-
pressed form, DyLeCT uses a long CTE to store the page in
any free DRAM page that is currently being tracked by the
Free List. DyLeCT only selectively switches the hottest un-
compressed pages to using short CTEs. Dynamically switching
between short and long CTEs for uncompressed pages essen-
tially extends the two-level memory hierarchy into a three-
level exclusive hierarchy, where the hottest uncompressed
pages form Memory Level 0, while less hot uncompressed
pages form Memory Level 1 (see Figure 10).

4KB OS page

Map 
Anywhere

Map 
Anywhere

Restricted 
Mapping

① On Access – Expand to 
Any Free Location

(No Double Page Movement)

② After many accesses
(Hottest pages use cache-

friendly Short CTEs) 

Three-level Exclusive Memory Hierarchy

Uncompressed - Hottest
(Mem Level 0; Short 

CTE)

Uncompressed - Hot
(Mem Level 1; Long CTE)

Compressed - Cold
(Mem Level 2; Long 

CTE)

Figure 10: Three-level exclusive memory hierarchy in DyLeCT. Memory
Level 0 stores hottest OS pages in uncompressed form. DyLeCT accesses
data in this level through cache-friendly short CTEs. Memory Level 1 also
stores OS pages in uncompressed form but uses long CTEs. Memory Level
2 stores compressed data and also uses long CTEs. For clarity, the figure
shows the different memory levels occupying contiguous memory; however,
they can be non-contiguous and arbitrarily interleaved.

Memory Level 0 (ML0): ML0 stores uncompressed pages
and addresses them using short CTEs. A short CTE of an OS
page p can only place p among a small set of possible DRAM
pages (e.g., a 2-bit short CTE of p can only place p in one out
of 3 possible DRAM pages); we refer to this set of DRAM

OS Pages
(12 Total)

DRAM Pages
(6 Total)

Page 0, Short CTE = 1

Page 7, Short CTE = 0
Page 8, Long CTE

Page 10
Page 11

DRAM_Page(p) = hash(p) + p’s Short CTE
hash(p) = G * (p % (M/G))

In this example:
M = Total # of DRAM pages = 6

G = short CTE’s DRAM page group size = 2
p = OS page; p ∈ {0, 1 .. 11}

hash(p) = 2 * (p % (6/2)) = 2 * (p % 3)
Short CTE ∈ {0, 1}

Memory Level 0

Legend Mapping Function for Short CTEs

Memory Level 1
Memory Level 2

Page 7
Page 0

Page 8

0
1
2
3
4
5Page 11Page 10

Ignored in this E.g.

Figure 11: Short CTE: Our mapping function for short CTEs. In the small
example memory system, OS page 7 in ML0 is stored at DRAM page(7)
= hash(7)+ShortCTE = 2+0 = 2. Long CTE: The long CTEs are not
accompanied by any calculations; each long CTE directly records the current
machine-physical address of an ML1 or ML2 page.

pages as p’s DRAM page group. The DRAM pages within a
DRAM page group are adjacent to each other. Two distinct OS
pages can either share the DRAM page group or use distinct
DRAM page groups that do not overlap.

DyLeCT uses a static hashing function to identify the first
DRAM page in the DRAM page group of an OS page p. The
hash function hash(p) takes as input p’s page ID, the total
number of DRAM pages in the system (M), and the number
of DRAM pages per DRAM page group (G). The full hash
function is given in Figure 11 hash(p); the multiplication by
G ensures two adjacent OS pages map to two distinct DRAM
page groups.

The short CTE of page p then specifies which one out of the
G DRAM pages in the DRAM group is currently storing p.
Therefore, the complete mapping function used by short CTEs
is DRAM Page(p) = hash(p) + p′s Short CTE. Figure
11 illustrates how to use short CTEs to locate ML0 pages in
an example system with 12 OS pages and 6 DRAM pages.

Memory Level 0 is dynamic in size; it may scale up to the
entire memory system when everything is uncompressed (e.g.,
when the memory pressure is low). This is because the output
range of the hashing function for short CTEs is the entire
DRAM; hash(p) = G∗(p%(M/G)) approximately simplifies
to p%M , where M is the entire DRAM size. As such, any
DRAM page can be part of ML0; in other words, any DRAM
page can store an uncompressed page that is currently using
a short CTE.

Memory Level 1 (ML1): ML1 is the next level of memory
that also stores uncompressed pages. However, unlike ML0,
ML1 pages uses long CTEs so that they can be stored
anywhere in memory. Long CTEs are 8B each so that they
can encode arbitrary DRAM addresses.

Memory Level 2 (ML2): ML2 stores compressed pages
and uses long CTEs to address them.
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ML2→ML1 Promotion ( 1 in Figure 10): A potential
promotion policy for DyLeCT’s three-level hierarchy is the
conventional promotion policy used in CPU caches: expand
a page from ML2 directly to ML0 similar to how the CPU
promotes a cacheline from L3$ directly to L1$. However,
such a policy continues to incur double page movement
per page expansions (see Section IV-A1). Heuristically, a
recently expanded page is unlikely to be very hot (e.g., it
was compressed initially because it was cold) and may receive
very few accesses before it is compressed again. We confirm
this for all irregular workloads in Section III and find that on
average across all benchmarks, a decompressed page receives
16 accesses before it is compressed.

DyLeCT adopts a gradual promotion policy that first ex-
pands a compressed page in ML2 to ML1, and then selectively
promotes ML1 pages to ML0 (see ML1→ML0 Promotion).
The expansion of compressed pages to ML1 uses free pages
addressable by long CTEs to avoid double page movement.

ML1→ML0 Promotion (Long CTE→Short CTE Switch;
2 in Figure 10): DyLeCT selectively promotes the most

frequently accessed pages from ML1 to ML0. We note how to
select the hottest pages to place into a limited set of page-sized
locations is quite similar to prior works on DRAM caching
at the page granularity. As such, we adapt the promotion
algorithm from a prior work on page-level DRAM caching
(specifically, ‘Algorithm 1’ from [50], with 5% sampling rate)
by maintaining a probabilistic access counter for every OS
page. The hot ML1 pages to promote are identified as the
ones with access counts that are higher by a threshold than
other ML1 pages that map to the same DRAM page group.

When DyLeCT promotes a hot ML1 page p, some of the
DRAM pages in p’s DRAM page group may contain ML1 or
ML2 pages; DyLeCT uses the long CTEs of these ML1 or
ML2 pages to migrate them elsewhere to free up a DRAM
page to store p. Page p is now in ML0.

ML0→ML1/ML2 Demotion (Short CTE→Long CTE
Switch): When DyLeCT promotes a page p, if all of the
DRAM pages in p’s DRAM page group currently contain ML0
pages, DyLeCT demotes one of these ML0 pages to ML1 (i.e.,
switches its short CTE to long CTE to migrate it to a free
DRAM page tracked by the Free List); DyLeCT compares
the access counters of these ML0 pages to select the coldest
ML0 page to demote.

If the compression using Recency List (see Section II-B)
selects an ML0 page as victim, the page is compressed and
demoted to ML2 (i.e., switches from short CTE to long CTE).

Figure 12 summarizes promotion and demotion between
memory levels as a flowchart.

C. Addressing the Cacheablity Challenge of Short CTEs via
a Pre-gathered Table of Short CTEs

To minimize waste in the CTE cache and improve hit rate,
DyLeCT gathers copies of short CTEs densely together into a
second CTE table that is optimized for short CTEs. Each 64B
block in this second table densely packs 64B/2bit=256 short
CTEs back-to-back, without wasting any space. As such, each

LLC Miss/Writeback 
to OS Page p

ML0 or
ML1

ML2Memory Level?

Decompress p and 
promote to ML1

Increment p’s
Access Count

Yes

p in 
ML1?

Swap p and x
(Promote p to ML0 and 

demote x to ML1)

Free List < 
Threshold?

Compress LRU uncompressed page y
and demote it to ML2

(y could be from either ML0 or ML1)

p’s access count > 
access count of  ML0 page x 

in DRAM_Page_Group(p)

Rate: ~1% of 
total accesses

Rate: ~0.01% of 
total accessesYes Yes

Figure 12: Page management in Three-Level Memory Hierarchy.

block provides a translation reach of 256*4KB = 1MB, similar
to a huge page. Unlike the naive short CTE cache designs in
Section IV-A2, which gathers the short CTEs from an unified
CTE block into a short CTE cacheline after fetching the CTE
block on a CTE miss, DyLeCT proactively gathers/copies the
short CTE of a page from the unified CTE table to this second
table when promoting the page to ML0. As such, we call this
second CTE table the Pre-gathered Table.

Figure 13 shows the internal organization of the Pre-
gathered Table. Pre-gathered Table is statically sized to contain
a 2-bit entry for every 4KB OS page in the system. For OS
pages that use long CTEs (i.e., OS pages in ML1 or ML2),
the short CTE in Pre-gathered table records an INVALID
flag value; the flag value is the maximum encodable number
(e.g., ‘3’ for 2-bit short CTEs). As such, 2-bit short CTEs
only support three DRAM pages per DRAM page group.
DyLeCT updates the short CTE in the Pre-gathered Table
whenever it updates the unified CTE table (i.e., when it
promotes/demotes a page between memory levels).

To maximize CTE cache hit rate and store as many short
CTEs as possible, DyLeCT features a single CTE cache that
stores both pre-gathered and unified blocks. A single CTE
cache inherently allows dynamic partitioning as per workload
execution. Unlike the TLB, which is physically split across
different dedicated TLBs for 2MB and 4KB PTEs to provide

Pre-gathered Block
(256 Short CTEs,

covers 1MB memory)

………

64B

2-bit CTE

Unified Block
(8 CTEs,

covers 32KB memory)

Pre-gathered Table

Unified CTE Table

DRAM

64B

.…

8B CTE 2-bit CTE

Data

n CTEs 

n Short 
CTEs 

(n = # of OS
Pages )

Pre-gathered Table
(2b/8B = 32x smaller than 

Unified CTE Table)

Figure 13: The figure shows Pre-gathered Table and Unified CTE Table in
DRAM. Pre-gathered Table stores tightly-packed short CTEs; it is 2b/8B=32x
smaller than Unified CTE Table. A 64B block of the Pre-gathered Table
enables DyLeCT to fetch up to 256 short CTEs (i.e., a pre-gathered block
covers up to 1MB of OS-visible memory). n is the total number of 4KB OS
pages in the system. Each 64B Unified Block also contains a dedicated bit
per constituent CTE to mark the CTE as long or short.
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in DRAM
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DRAM regions. So, both CTE 
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Figure 14: Accessing Pre-gathered and Unified CTE tables during a CTE$ miss.

high bandwidth as TLBs are accessed for every instruction, a
unified CTE cache is feasible at the memory controller level,
where the access rate is much lower.

As a single CTE cache stores blocks from two distinct CTE
tables in DyLeCT, its behavior during hit and miss deviates
from prior works, which have only one type of CTE blocks.

1) CTE Cache Hit: We define a CTE cache hit as when
a memory access can be fulfilled by a cached CTE block,
regardless of whether it is a pre-gathered block or an unified
block. For a memory access to page p, DyLeCT first calculates
the address of p’s pre-gathered block (see 2 in Figure 14)
and then looks up the CTE cache for the pre-gathered block.
If the pre-gathered block hits in the cache, DyLeCT checks
whether the short CTE is valid. If it is, DyLeCT uses the
hashing function and short CTE to compute the DRAM page
address of the requested data. Else, DyLeCT looks for the
unified block in the cache; if cache hit, DyLeCT uses the
long CTE to access data. Figure 15 summarizes how DyLeCT
looks up the CTE cache to obtain short CTEs and long CTEs
to serve memory requests.

LLC Miss/Writeback 
to OS Page p

Hit

Miss

Hit

Miss Schedule reads to Pre-gathered 
and Unified Blocks in parallel.
Insert into CTE$ as per policy.

Yes

No

Access Data

Common 
Case

Lookup CTE$ for 
p’s Pre-gathered 

Block

Is Short CTE 
VALID?

Lookup CTE$ for 
p’s Unified Block

Figure 15: How the memory controller accesses data in memory. The common
case (in green) is when short CTE is valid (i.e., OS Page p is in ML0).

2) CTE Cache Miss: We define a CTE cache miss as
when the DRAM address for a memory request cannot be
determined by the CTE cache. As such, for a request to an
ML0 page, a cache miss occurs when both the pre-gathered
block and unified block are missing; for a request to an ML1
or ML2 page, however, a cache miss occurs when the unified
block misses in the cache.

At the time of each CTE miss, DyLeCT does not know
which memory level the requested page belongs to. The naive
option is to first assume the page is in ML0 and fetch the
pre-gathered block; if the assumption turns out wrong, then
sequentially fetch the unified block. However, this can double
the CTE access time. As such, DyLeCT fetches both blocks
in parallel; this can preserve the same CTE cache miss latency
as prior works (see Figure 16). Although this increases band-
width overhead per CTE cache miss, the aggregate bandwidth
overhead due to CTE cache misses is small (see Figure 23
in Section VI) because DyLeCT significantly reduces overall
CTE cache miss rate.

Time

(b) DyLeCT Access Data from DRAM

CTE$ Miss
Read Pre-gathered Block

from DRAM
Read Unified Block

from DRAM

CTE$ Lookup 
for Short CTE
CTE$ Lookup 
for Long CTE

(a) Prior
Works

Access Data from DRAM

CTE$ Miss
Read Unified Block

from DRAMCTE$ Lookup

Figure 16: Comparing the timeline of a CTE cache miss in DyLeCT to prior
works. DyLeCT fetches both CTE blocks in parallel to avoid increasing the
latency of CTE misses. If the memory request is to an ML0 page, as soon as
either one of the two CTE block arrives, the ensuing data access can begin;
otherwise, the ensuing data access begins only after the unified block arrives.

As DyLeCT always fetches both CTE blocks per CTE
miss, it is presented with an option to selectively cache one
of the two blocks or to cache both. DyLeCT always caches
the pre-gathered block, which provides high translation reach;
DyLeCT also caches the unified block only if the memory
request suffering from the CTE miss is to an ML1 or ML2
page.

D. Overheads

Memory: Each short CTE needs a 2 bits per 4KB OS
page; therefore, the overhead of Pre-gathered Table is an
additional 0.006% of DRAM. The ML1→ML0 promotion
policy requires keeping a 5-bit access counter for every 4KB
OS page [50]. The overhead of these counters is 0.015% of
DRAM.
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Logic: Compared to the recent prior work TMCC, DyLeCT
is simpler due to only modifying the memory controller, with-
out touching the page walker and caches. However, compared
to TMCC, DyLeCT requires adding logic for: (i) DRAM
page calculation through a static hash function that uses OS
page address and its 2-bit Short CTE, and (ii) ML1→ML0
promotion policy which requires fetching a memory block
of access counters for comparison to identify cold victims.
These components can be implemented via basic shifters
and comparators, similar to a standard cache replacement
policy. DyLeCT also adds simple management logic for Pre-
gathered Table to update short CTE in Pre-Gathered Table
when DyLeCT moves a page between memory levels; this
update requires only one extra memory access.

Systems with multiple memory controllers: Like all prior
works, DyLeCT is a module within the memory controller
(MC). On a system with multiple MCs, each MC has its
own DyLeCT module that only compresses the data within its
locally-attached DRAM. As such, each MC manages its own
hardware data structures (e.g., the CTE tables) and has no need
for coherence across MCs. As each DyLeCT module is local to
one MC, each page can only be interleaved across the many
channels within one MC, instead of all channels across all
MCs. Prior work [27] reports such a slightly restricted memory
interleaving has minimal impact on performance.

V. METHODOLOGY

We use Gem5 [4] interfaced with Ramulator [18] as the
simulation platform to evaluate DyLeCT’s performance. We
use DRAMPower [5] for modeling memory subsystem power.
We evaluate large and irregular workloads used by recent
works on hardware memory compression and address trans-
lation [23], [27], [30]. Specifically, we evaluate the same
workloads as TMCC - nine benchmarks from GraphBig [24],
two benchmarks (mcf, omnetpp) from SPEC CPU2017 [42],
and one benchmark (canneal) from PARSEC 3.0 [3]. For
GraphBig and canneal, we evaluate multi-threaded execution.
For mcf and omnetpp, we run four single-threaded instances
for the evaluation.

We run applications under huge pages with Linux’s lib-
hugetlbfs library [21] to avoid randomness and reproducibil-
ity problems under transparent huge pages. We use Gem5’s

CPU 4 cores, 2.8GHz, 4-wide OoO, TLBs: 1024, RoB size: 224
Caches 32KB L1D$, 32KB L1I$, 256KB L2$, 1KB per core

walker cache [23], 2MB L3$ per core (8MB total)
Cache Latency L1$ Hit: 3 clk, L2$ Hit: 14 clk, L3$ Hit: 67 clk (Latencies

measured from CPU core; Latencies are accumulative of
higher level lookups)

Prefetchers Next-line with automatic enable/disable: L1$, L2$
Stride: L1$ (degree 2), L2$ (degree 4)

Memory DDR4-3200, 1 Channel, 8 Ranks, FR-FCFS policy with
bank fairness and row buffer hit cap,
tCL: 13.75ns, tRCD: 13.75ns, tRP: 13.75ns

CTE Cache DyLeCT: 128KB, 1MB reach per 64B Pre-gathered Block,
32KB reach per 64B Unified Block
TMCC: 128KB, 32KB reach per 64B CTE block
Hit Latency: 2 memory clk [6]

Table 3: Simulated microarchitecture parameters.
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Figure 17: Bandwidth utilization of the evaluated benchmarks during the
simulated time window, assuming a conventional system without compression.

KVM mode to fast-forward every benchmark into its region
of interest. Next, we fetch all of the benchmark’s memory
values to place, compress, and pack them into the available
DRAM. We then simulate 5 seconds (>20 billion instructions)
under Gem5’s atomic mode to warm up DyLeCT’s memory
levels. Finally, we use Gem5’s cycle-accurate simulation to
warm up prefetchers and branch predictors for 10ms and then
use Gem5’s cycle-accurate simulation for 40ms to evaluate
performance. We use the total number of committed store
instructions per cycle as the metric of performance. Fig-
ure 17 characterizes the memory behavior of the evaluated
benchmarks during the simulated time window; the memory
bandwidth characterization assumes a conventional system
without memory compression.

Modeling the Baseline (TMCC): Since TMCC adaptively
compresses memory according to memory demand, we eval-
uate multiple compression settings; we evaluate the same low
and high compression setting as in the TMCC paper. Table 2
describes the two settings in more detail. The low compression
setting corresponds to an average compression ratio of 1.3x,
while the high compression setting corresponds to an average
compression ratio of 2.8x. Note that the TMCC optimization
of embedding CTEs within PTBs is not applicable in our
evaluation using huge pages.

Modeling DyLeCT: We evaluate 2-bit CTEs, which support
three DRAM pages per DRAM page group. We evaluate
DyLeCT under the same compression settings as the baseline
and use the same compression algorithm and, thus, compres-
sion/decompression latencies as the baseline.

Modeling a bigger system without memory compression:
We also model a bigger memory system with no compression.
This system does not suffer from any compression-related
performance overhead because it can fit everything in memory
without compression. As such, it incurs no compression-
related overheads (i.e., no translation overhead, no decompres-
sion latency, no bandwidth overhead).

VI. RESULTS

Figure 18 shows the performance of DyLeCT normalized
to TMCC at two different compression settings described in
Section V. On average across all benchmarks, the performance
benefit of DyLeCT is 10.25%. At low and high compression,
the benefits are 11% and 9.5%, respectively. Figure 18 also
shows the hypothetical upper-bound performance if CTEs
were hypothetically to always hit in the CTE cache. We
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see that DyLeCT’s performance is close to the upper bound
performance at both compression settings.

At low compression, canneal gets the highest benefit of
17%. canneal has a highly irregular access pattern; in our
real-system experiments earlier in Figure 3, we find that
canneal has the highest TLB misses per LLC miss when
the benchmarks use standard 4KB pages. However, canneal
also suffers the largest drop in performance going from low
compression to high compression; its performance benefit
drops to 10% at high compression. This is because under high
compression, canneal’s CTE cache hit rate reduces from 93%
to 74% (see Figure 19); under high compression, fewer pages
can be uncompressed and, therefore, fewer pages are in ML0.
For all other benchmarks, however, performance benefit at
high compression is very close to benefit at low compression.
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Figure 18: Performance improvement over TMCC.

CTE Cache Hit Rate: The performance improvement
comes from improving CTE cache hit rate. Figure 19 shows
CTE cache hit rates. At low compression, DyLeCT increases
the overall average hit rate from 70% to 96%. At high
compression, DyLeCT improves the average CTE cache hit
rate from 67% to 91%. At high compression, DyLeCT’s hit
rate reduces compared to low compression; this is due to
relatively fewer pages in ML0 as more pages are compressed
into ML2 under high compression (see Figure 20).

Figure 19 also shows the split between pre-gathered block
hit and unified block hit for DyLeCT. We note that pre-
gathered blocks contribute the vast majority of CTE cache
hits in DyLeCT owing to their high 1MB reach. At high
compression, the hit rate of pre-gathered blocks is 77% on
average. The remaining 14% hits are due to unified blocks.

Latency: DyLeCT’s high CTE cache hit rate helps reduce
the average L3 miss latency compared to TMCC. Figure 21
shows how much TMCC and DyLeCT increases L3 miss
latency compared to a system with no compression. At low
and high compression, the average increase under DyLeCT is
2.9ns and 5.8ns. This is substantially lower than TMCC, which
increases L3 latency by 9.5ns and 12.8ns at low and high
compression, respectively.

Traffic: Figure 22 shows total memory traffic per instruction
for DyLeCT normalized to TMCC; it is 93%, on average.
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Figure 19: CTE cache hit rate for DyLeCT at (a) low and (b) high
compression. Pre-gathered blocks in DyLeCT serve the majority of CTE cache
hits. At high compression, CTE cache hit rate is 91% (i.e., the CTE cache
serves translations for 91% of memory requests). Pre-gathered blocks serve
77% of memory requests; unified blocks serve the remaining 14%.
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Figure 20: DRAM breakdown of ML0, ML1 and ML2 at high and low
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Figure 21: How much DyLeCT and TMCC increases L3 miss latency over a
system with No Compression. The latency overhead is shown in nanoseconds.

The total traffic includes all memory accesses – workload’s
memory accesses, page migration traffic, and memory accesses
to CTE blocks due to CTE cache misses.

Even though DyLeCT accesses two CTE blocks per CTE
cache miss (i.e., access both the pre-gathered block and unified
block), DyLeCT reduces CTE access traffic compared to
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Figure 22: Memory traffic per instruction normalized to TMCC.

TMCC (see Figure 23). This is because DyLeCT significantly
reduces CTE miss rate compared to TMCC.

Figure 23 also shows the total memory traffic normalized
to TMCC. DyLeCT’s total memory traffic is 4.5% higher
than TMCC. This increase in total memory traffic is due to
increased performance (i.e., more number of committed in-
structions), which leads to more memory accesses per second.
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Figure 23: Memory traffic normalized to TMCC. Total memory traffic
accounts for all memory accesses (i.e., it includes each workload’s memory
requests, page migration traffic, and CTE cache misses).

DRAM Energy per instruction: By packing data more
densely in memory, hardware memory compression can help
reduce the carbon footprint of server memory by reducing
how many physical DRAM chips the system requires, which
reduces idle (e.g., refresh, standby) memory power; because
server memory are typically large, idle memory power tend to
dominate overall server memory power.

Figure 24 shows DRAM energy per instruction of
DyLeCT normalized to a bigger conventional mmemory
system without hardware memory compression. We evaluate
the bigger conventional system by using 2x as many DRAM
chips as DyLeCT (i.e., evaluate 16 ranks versus 8 ranks). On
average across all benchmarks, DRAM energy per instruction
is only 60% of a system without memory compression.

Beyond saving on memory energy per instruction, reducing
the number of physical DRAM chips can also reduces the
embedded carbon footprint of memory (e.g., by 2x when
reducing the number of DRAM chips by half).

Sensitivity Analysis - DRAM page group size: We vary
the DRAM page group size (i.e., # of pages addressable
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Figure 24: DRAM energy per instruction normalized to No Compression.

by a short CTE) to observe the change in the fraction of
uncompressed pages in ML0 (see Figure 25). As DRAM page
group size increases, the fraction of uncompressed pages in
ML0 also increases. Figure 25 also shows that the fraction of
uncompressed pages in ML0 does not differ much between
DRAM page group size of 3 (i.e., 2-bit short CTEs) and 7
(i.e., 3-bit short CTEs). Without an increase in fraction of
uncompressed pages in ML0, using 3-bit short CTEs would
reduce CTE cache’s translation reach and slightly degrade
performance. Therefore, using 2-bit short CTEs is the sweet
spot for DyLeCT. With DRAM page group size of 3, 66% of
uncompressed pages are in ML0.
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Figure 25: Fraction of Uncompressed Pages in ML0 when varying DRAM
page group size (i.e., # of pages addressable by a Short CTE). Fraction of
Uncompressed Pages in ML0 = # ML0 Pages/Total # Uncompressed Pages).
The results in the figure correspond to high memory compression.

VII. DISCUSSION AND OTHER RELATED WORK

DyLeCT is fully compatible with virtualization similar to
all prior works on hardware memory compression. Virtual-
ization adds a guest pseudo-physical address before the host
physical address whereas hardware memory compression adds
a translation (i.e., CTEs) after the host physical address.
Moreover, as CTEs form a layer beyond the host physical
address, all hardware memory compression works including
DyLeCT function correctly for all OS page sizes (e.g., 1GB).
Therefore, DyLeCT is agnostic of the page size(s) the OS uses.

Near-memory Address Translation [36] and Mosaic Pages
[10] propose using shorter translations to speed up ad-
dress translation in the context of conventional virtual-to-
physical address translation. Unlike DyLeCT, which dynam-
ically switches the CTE of individual pages between long
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and short translations, they propose entirely replacing the
conventional long translations with short translations. Unlike
the new address translation layer required by hardware mem-
ory compression, the conventional virtual-to-physical address
translation layer is managed by the OS; this makes dynami-
cally updating address translation several orders of magnitude
more costly than switching the length of CTEs under DyLeCT.
To use short translations on every page while keeping the
memory loss small, these prior works also use many times
longer short CTEs than DyLeCT (e.g., 7 bits per translation,
instead of 2 bits). Lastly, using short CTEs on every page also
simply won’t work for hardware memory compression.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes Dynamic Length Compressed-Memory
Translations (DyLeCT) to achieve huge-page-like translation
performance in the new layer of address translation required
by hardware memory compression. DyLeCT dynamically
switches between short translation and long translation for
each page individually. DyLeCT uses cache-friendly short
translations on the hottest pages to improve overall translation
performance and uses long translations on the colder pages
to preserve high effective memory capacity. For large and
irregular applications that use huge pages, DyLeCT signif-
icantly increases CTE cache hit rate and, thus, provides
10.25% performance improvement over the prior art, while
maintaining the same compression ratio. DyLeCT is also a
simple design that modifies only the memory controller.
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